Epileptic discharges induced by intermittent light stimulation in photosensitive baboons: a current source density study.
The current source density (CSD) method was applied to the study of paroxysmal discharges (PDs) induced by intermittent light stimulation (ILS) in Papio papio baboons made photosensitive by a subconvulsant dose of allylglycine. CSD was studied in the motor and premotor areas (4 and 6). Laminar profiles of sinks and sources are similar in both areas. Nevertheless, the motor area seems to become involved first since it shows the earliest and most prominent sink in layer III. Such a sink, correlated with the PD spike, moves progressively upward to the cortical surface. The localization and other experimental arguments obtained by the same method suggest that this sink could be mainly of dendritic origin. The cortico-cortical afferents to the superficial layers of the motor area might thus determine the generation of this sink. A smaller sink, detected at the same latency between layers V and VI could correspond to synaptic activations due to thalamo-cortical afferents probably arriving on the pyramidal cells which project to the spinal cord. Intense sinks correlated with the PD wave in layer V could be passive, due to active sources lying just above and/or below, because in previous studies an inhibition of the cellular discharges was always observed in correlation with the wave. It is suggested that ILS triggered PDs involve visual cortico-cortical afferents directed mainly to the superficial layers of the motor area provoking an intense synaptic activation of the cellular elements situated at this level.